JOHN COWLEY (2ND COMMENT)

My prior comments were not elaborate assuming that you are aware of the investigations finally on the wind industry in our State of NY....I thank You for giving me this opportunity. If we across NY simply were given the small single home wind and solar package available to consumers for the last decade easily and were able to sell back excess power to the GRID then the GRID would have more in it for those huge areas that need the power they are trying to create with the most expensive unreliable, not invented yet way of supplying merely a small surplus of Grid power. That is it. The money makers are simply the developer who would put them on gram ma's porch if he or she could to achieve the ultimate reason for this insanity,...the environmental credit and the control of it......If anyone on you staff or anyone anywhere can put sense to that then I pray they tell you because I know no one who has been able show me that the environmental credit only makes gobs of cash for the wind industry even when the wind doesn't blow...correctly, which is a well defined disadvantage to this area and the siting of the farms here in NYS. READ ABOUT IT. The facts are very clear but politicians and developers only see a huge figure that says it is successful and unfortunately for a very few. Certainly not NYS residents.